CHISWICK FAMILY PRACTICE
Dr V Bhatt, Dr J Szyszko, Dr E lister, Dr P Vella

WE ARE MOVING TO NEW PREMISES
Unit A, Kelton House
Corbet Gardens
Acton W3 8TF
Our telephone number, email addresses and website are not changing.

We are delighted to announce that Chiswick Family Practice is moving to large, modern premises in Acton I at
the end of March 2022.
We plan to open the doors and start seeing our patients in the new location on 28.03.2022.
The building’s location offers enhanced disabled access and
easy access by bus or tube. The new premises will also provide
our GP practice with additional clinical rooms, an extended
wheelchair-friendly reception area, plus modern facilities with
improved technology.
In comparison to our smaller, older building, these much larger
premises are also being welcomed by staff. The new premises
will also provide us with training facilities and our patient
consultation groups will also have the opportunity to meet more
easily.
We are excited about our move and will keep updating patients via information in our current reception area,
our website https://www.cfpdrsbhattandszyszko.nhs.uk/ and through text messages. We have also included
answers to some potential queries below.
We would be grateful if all patients can ensure that their contact details (address, email and phone numbers)
are up

to date with the surgery so they can be kept informed of future developments.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR PATIENTS
We have created some potential questions and answers regarding the move to the new premises. We
hope you find these useful…



Why is Chiswick Family Practice moving?

Our current building is much older and smaller in comparison to the new facilities which will provide 551sqm
of space and will benefit our patients with additional clinical rooms, enhanced procedure rooms, a wheelchair
accessible reception and waiting area. Working in a more modern building with enhanced technology – with
easy access to transport – is also being welcomed by staff.


When is the move taking place?

End of March 2022. Updates will be posted on the GP practice website and in reception areas.


Where is the new building located?

Unit A, Kelton House
Corbet Gardens
Acton W3 8TF
The GP practice will occupy two floors of the building.
How to contact our Practice ?

Our telephone numbes, email addresses and website are not changing


How far is the new building from the current GP practice?

Chiswick Family Practice’s new premises are 0.6 miles from the current practice. According to Google
maps this is an estimated 2 min drive or 15mins walk.

We are very lucky to be able to provide medical care to our Patients and we do hope
that you all will come with us to the new premises.

